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Overview



Data Management



File Paths
Your computer’s file system is organized like a tree:

There is a root directory on your storage medium that contains all the other files and 
directories.
To find a file, your computer traverses the branches of the tree following the directions 
contained in the path

An absolute path:
gives your computer the map to 
find a file starting from the root 
directory of your storage medium.

• An absolute path is never 
ambiguous.

A relative path:
provides a map starting at the 
current working directory.

• A working directory is just the 
directory that a program is 
currently pointing to.



File Types



File extensions and associations

6

Filenames usually consist of two or more blocks of 
letters separated by periods: file_01.txt

The extension is meant to communicate the file 
type or file format.



Archive files can contain copies of a 
directory structure, which itself can 
contain files and other directories.
The most familiar archive format is .zip.  
Other common formats are .tar and .gz.
Archive files are typically (but not 
always) compressed

Compressed files are in any of 
several specialized binary formats.

Archive files are a convenient way to 
share multiple files and directories as a 
single unit.

Archive files

https://michaelfrancenelson.github.io/environmental_data/ 7ECo 602



Those Pesky 
!

• The ! appear when you load a 
project into Arc, but it can’t find 
your data.

• Think back to one of our 
definitions of GIS: Map documents 
are containers that contain 
pointers to the data, and 
information on how to display 
your data sources.



Data 
Management

It’s easy to unintentionally lose your 
data/analysis in Arc

• Part of this we’ve discussed before 
organizing your data with sensible 
folders and filenames.

• Part of it is structural: Arc’s 
Geodatabases.



Saving, 
Processing, 
Defaults

• Arc projects have default locations 
in which data and analyses live.

• They may not be the most 
convenient for you, especially if 
you want to share data.

• In order to remain in control, you 
need to know how Arc’s data 
management works!



Arc 
Catalog



Changing 
computers or 
moving files can 
lead to lots of 
headaches!

And also the red exclamation 
marks...



But, it’s easy to fix 
incorrect paths
(provided you have the 
data)

If the path is 
wrong: Set Data 
Source…



Use ‘list by source’ in 
ArcMap Table of 
Contents to view paths

• Avoid special-use 
directories:

• Your Downloads folder
• Your Desktop
• Anything with ‘temp’ 

or ‘tmp’ in the name.



Those Pesky !

• The ! appear when you load a project 
into Arc but it can’t find your data.

• Think back to one of our definitions 
of GIS: The container of maps.



Arc Project Data – Suggested 
Practices

Create a new folder with an informative name for each Arc 
project.  For example: lab_1, final_proj, etc.
Create the Arc project within your folder and give it an 
informative name.  Don’t use generic names like ‘untitled 
project 37’.
Data files:
• Create a ‘data’ subdirectory in which you’ll store all 

the data you import for the project.  Keep backup 
copies of original data files as zip archives.

• Use the ‘data’ subdirectory to store any output data 
you might want to share or use for other projects.

• Use the project (default) database for intermediate 
datasets.



Informative Project Folder Name

Folder for your data

Arc uses these for 
project management



Inside my ‘data’ folder:

Backup of original data

Unzipped data



Geodatabase?

• Via Arc Help:
• ‘An ArcGIS geodatabase is a collection of 

geographic datasets of various types held in a 
common file system folder, or a multiuser 
relational DBMS (database management 
system)’. 

• Your project geodatabase is a folder (that 
looks like a file) which contains all the files 
created by your arc project.



Default 
Geodatabase?

• By default, Arc puts stuff here.
• Located (unless you change it) in a 

subdirectory of your current project, e.g. 
C:\gis_labs_2023\lab_5\Lab_5_sp_2023.gdb



Where do spatial 
data come from?
How reliable are 
they?

How to create 
your own data?



Data from Everywhere

Anything with 
spatial attributes 
can be mapped.

Even things 
without explicitly 
spatial attributes 
can be mapped!

If mappable, GIS 
can use it.



Habitat Suitability for CA Gnatcatcher



Habitat Suitability 
for Sudden Oak 
Death

What kind of things 
are important to 
gnatcatchers, or 
fungus-like 
organisms?



Suitability 
analyses 
require 
DATA

DATA SOURCE

Land cover and land use maps Satellite image classification, aerial 
photo interpretation

Climate Weather stations, interpolation

Census map Mailed surveys

Topographic maps Surveys, RADAR

LULC Change maps Digitized paper maps,
aerial photo interpretation

Occurrence/abundance Surveys, collars



Land Cover 
Classification

• Landsat  7
• Satellite imagery



Land Cover Classification Schemes



Land Use 
and Land 
Cover 
(LULC)

• Land Cover: How can we categorize the surface in 
physical, biological, ecological, etc. Terms?

• Land Use: What are people using the land for?



Composition and 
configuration

• Composition: How 
much of the area is 
forested?

• Configuration: How 
large are the forest 
patches?



Landscape 
Configuration

• Connectivity
• Fragmentation
• Habitiat, nonhabitat, 

matrix
• Characteristic scale?
• Configuration is usually 

harder to describe than 
composition.

Figure 1 from Deventer et al. (2002) Scale-Dependent Effects of Landscape 
Context on Three Pollinator Guilds



Image 
interpretation



How do we 
assess data 
quality & 
accuracy?



Collect a 
validation 
dataset



Collect a 
validation 
dataset

Regular or random 
sampling intervals



Collect a 
validation 
dataset

Regular or random 
sampling intervals,
Ground-truthing



What kinds of 
errors are 
associated 
with land 
cover 
classification?

•Commission 
Error

Over-
estimation 

error (mapping 
more of a 

particular land 
cover than 

actually exists)

•Omission 
Error

Under-
estimation 

error (missing 
some of a 

particular land 
cover)



All land cover maps should have some quality assessment 
or accuracy assessment information

Sometimes that info 
is buried & vague



Suitability 
analyses 
require 
DATA

DATA SOURCE

Land cover and land use maps Satellite image classification, aerial 
photo interpretation

Climate Weather stations, interpolation

Census map Mailed surveys

Topographic maps Surveys, RADAR

LULC Change maps Digitized paper maps,
aerial photo interpretation

Occurrence/abundance Surveys, collars



Climate and 
weather data

• Historical records, trends
• Projections



Observed and Derived 
Variables

Kelly and Meentemeyer (2002) Landscape Dynamics of the 
Spread of Sudden Oak Death



Interpolation
• Model-based approach to fill-in the 

areas in-between data points.
• Statistical and non-statistical 

approaches



Suitability 
analyses 
require 
DATA

DATA SOURCE

Land cover and land use maps Satellite image classification, aerial 
photo interpretation

Climate Weather stations, interpolation

Census map Mailed surveys

Topographic maps Surveys, RADAR

LULC Change maps Digitized paper maps,
aerial photo interpretation

Occurrence/abundance Surveys, collars



Demographic 
Data

• Number of people
• Age
• Sex
• Race
• Income
• Education



Demographic 
Data

• Address: city, state, county, 
etc.
• We can use database 
operations to join demographic 
and spatial data.



Population 
density by 
county



County-
level 
census 
information



The US Census 
Bureau website 
is a rich source 
of spatial data.



TIGER/line Shapefiles!



Other geocoded road information



But first, a map 
puzzler!





Suitability 
analyses 
require 
DATA

DATA SOURCE

Land cover and land use maps Satellite image classification, aerial 
photo interpretation

Climate Weather stations, interpolation

Census map Mailed surveys

Topography/Terrain maps Surveys, RADAR

LULC Change maps Digitized paper maps,
aerial photo interpretation

Occurrence/abundance Surveys, collars



Old-school 
topographic 
maps

• Example: USGS 
quadrangle topo lines 
defined based on 
widespread surveys



New-school 
topographic 
maps: SRTM



New-school 
topographic 
maps: SRTM

Shuttle Radar Topography Mission



Topographic Maps from LASERS



High-res 
topography 
from LIDAR



Terrain: Elevation, 
Slope, Aspect

• Elevation: that's easy
• Slope: rise/run
• Aspect: What direction 

does the slope face?

Wilson et al (2007) Multiscale Terrain Analysis of Multibeam Bathymetry Data for Habitat 
Mapping on the Continental Slope



Roughness

• Roughness Indices
• Fractal Dimension

Wilson et al (2007)



Suitability 
analyses 
require 
DATA

DATA SOURCE

Land cover and land use maps Satellite image classification, aerial 
photo interpretation

Climate Weather stations, interpolation

Census map Mailed surveys

Topographic maps Surveys, RADAR

LULC Change maps Digitized paper maps,
aerial photo interpretation

Occurrence/abundance Surveys, collars



Scanning & 
interpreting 
historic 
aerial photos



Digitizing 
historic 
maps



Suitability 
analyses 
require 
DATA

DATA SOURCE

Land cover and land use maps Satellite image classification, aerial 
photo interpretation

Climate Weather stations, interpolation

Census map Mailed surveys

Topographic maps Surveys, RADAR

LULC Change maps Digitized paper maps,
aerial photo interpretation

Occurrence/abundance Surveys, collars



GPS collar data – migration routes



Herbarium records

http://data.gbif.org



Spatial display of XY Coordinates



Presence, 
Absence, and 
Abundance

Beware sampling 
bias: Why are there 
so many rare plants 
near major 
universities?

Absence vs. 
pseudoabsence Newbold T, Butchart SHM, Şekercioğlu ÇH, Purves DW, Scharlemann JPW (2012) Mapping Functional Traits: Comparing Abundance and Presence-Absence Estimates at Large Spatial Scales. PLOS ONE 7(8): e44019. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0044019

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0044019

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0044019


Data Take-Homes



Data 
Quality and 
Metadata

Look for the metadata in pre-existing datasets.

Create useful metadata for any data you collect.

Descriptive folder and file names are a type of 
metadata.

Anticipate the types of errors that your data 
might contain.

Do a reality check: Does your polygon of Rhode 
Island show up off the west coast of Africa?



Beware 
Human 
Error

Do categories make 
sense in the context of 
your project?

Always collect data 
with your goals in 
mind.



Take home 
messages:

Data come from 
many different 

sources

• Can’t find the data 
you need?  Create 
your own!

All data are subject 
to error
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